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DAISY Award Says Thank You to Our DAISY Nurses

Kathy Johnson, RN
Hopeville House Care
July 24, 2021
Bloomington, IN

My family and I want to thank you for the excellent care Walker received for the past several months. It can be a trying and stressful time, but your hospice team was always available, looking after Walker as well as helping and encouraging me.

"Especially I want you to know how unselfishly important Kathy Johnson was. Her years of experience were combined with a notable care of Walker. No need was left unattended. In addition, she conveyed to me her quiet, compassion in thoughtfulness, explaining the process of dying, guiding step by step, lifting up my spirit with your care.

"I am more than capable in charge, leading Walker through the valley of the shadow of death — carefully thoughtfully gently, bravely. Did she go home and beyond? Yes.

"It was a slow journey. Once she told me to go up to our apartment and and not to come down until 13 p.m. Then she walked me to my car to be seen. My daughter came over and added "Take a walk too, Momem" Each care remained intact and ended.

"The physical care of Walker kept him comfortable. There was a certainty in any pain or things that needed correcting, along with active hands on time. Vision spent off the clock. There was infectious monitoring with Brunswick CMS, nurses and staff with constant follow-up.

"How can I describe the gratitude in my heart when someone cares for the one you love as Kathy did? She has my deepest appreciation."

Georginette Cleofe, RN
Progressive Care Unit
July 26, 2017

Georginette’s family attended the ceremony.

*Georginette is absolutely amazing! She is caring and compassionate. Georginette is absolutely the reason why my mom is becoming healthy."

*Georginette is an amazing nurse. I am blown away by the connections and compassion she shared with my family and my mother-in-law. She took the time to communicate with us about my mother-in-law’s care. She also was quick with attending to her needs. I admire her cheerfulness, hard work and helpful attitude. She is truly deserving of this award."

"While discussing my grandmother’s soft hands, my mother was in shock. She was immediately comforted by Mrs. Cleofe’s warm embrace of a mother and one and our entire family, happy or unhappy, and that everything comes from a reason."

"Georginette has a great bedside manner. I didn’t like having a lot of flooded down, and she cheered me up by making me laugh. After the third time, she said with a smile, "Please let them try again, this time don’t bite them!" This made me laugh. She came into the room smiling and leaves smiling."

The DAISY Foundation VP and Regional Program Manager, Debbie Barnes (left); and Regional Program Manager Kari Hilarson.
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St. Jude Research: We applaud these St. Jude nurses honored with this quarter’s DAISY Nurses Award. Sixty-one St. Jude nurses were nominated by colleagues, patients, and families. #nursing

Phoebe Putney Health System: Congratulations Missy!

Phoebe’s Latest DAISY Award Winner

Visit phoebeputney.com/DAISY to read Missy’s nomination story and learn more about DAISY.

Tag us!

@DAISYFoundation

#DAISYAward

@DAISY4Nurses
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• With a copy of nomination
• Note to nominee from Manager or CNO (template in resource center)